
Thursday 14th March 2019 

LO: to write with purpose 

Context: to write a persuasive leaflet 

The Space Centre 

The Space Centre in Leicester is an ideal family day out that is 

suitable for all ages. It is the best at engaging all who enter its 

doors. It is conveniently located just off of the M1 and is 

therefore ideal for school trips. 

The Rocket Tower   

From interactive exhibits to a film about the space race between Russia and 

America, this gallery has it all! Travel up 144 stairs (or take the lift) to reach these 

facts, timelines and artefacts; prepare to be amazed and have your mind blown. Interactive exhibits 

include a ride to the moon with your friends in the control room; land a lunar module on the moon; 

play Guess Who – Astronaut edition; watch a video about Russian stray dogs in space and a real 

piece of the moon! Underneath the rocket there is a seating area where you can enjoy your lunch 

that you can either pack or buy for a reasonable price from the Soyuz Lounge Café. Be careful not to 

press the button underneath the rocket or you could feel the wrath of the rocket’s power. 

Weather pod and the Tranquillity Base  

Located on the far side of the planetarium we now bring you the Weather Pod. It gives you the 

opportunity to complete your own weather forecast in 2085 where British weather is a lot better 

(☺). Then move on to the Tranquillity Base where you will complete your simulated training as an 

astronaut. Have a health test given by an Automedic; complete a simulated power failure during a 

lunar night; go mining on the moon 

; get your final evaluation as an astronaut and go on a ride to Europa. Please note that the under-

five’s play area is only for under-five’s (hence the name). All of these rides/attractions are all hands 

on but they are not the only ones! 

Live shows 

Live shows occur through the day every day with special events such as The Brickish weekend (a 

celebration of the Lego brick in space) Gintergalactic (a celebration of juniper infused drinks – 

ADULTS ONLY) Small Space Day (for younger under-five’s) and Apollo Easter for longer periods of 

time. Some short period shows include Smells of Space which is a show about what different parts of 

space smell like Mars, Comets and the Milky Way. 

The Solar System gallery 

This gallery is mainly interactive and gives you the ability to fly to Venus; figure out how much you 

would weigh on Jupiter using a smart pair of scales; and try and lift a can of beans based on how 

much gravity there is on that planet. It also gives you a history and statistics on each planet which is 

detailed and thorough for those who want all the info. For planets like Venus however the history 

and statistics are less detailed due to not many probes and satellites ever visiting aside from a lone 

Russian lander which after taking two photos and collecting little to no data melted into the surface 

(). 



 

The Universe Gallery 

The Universe Gallery is basically just a copy of the solar system that looks at the entire universe 

instead.  

 

Planetarium 

The Sir David Moore Planetarium is a planetarium that shows many shows about space explaining 

the alchemy of stars and a full guide of the night sky. For some smaller people the planetarium can 

be overwhelming and distressing so the museum directors have built a TinyTarium located in the 

Universe Gallery.  

The space centre is a welcoming attraction that is fun and exciting in a colourful and unique way. I 

strongly urge you to visit the best and most family friendly attraction in the UK and possibly Europe 

too! Full of wonder and mind-boggling exhibits, the Leicester space centre has it all   
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